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Designed around your life



We're a global brand  
and are proud of our roots

We remain inspired by the ingenuity of Dutch design. 
Craftsmanship, clean lines, and thoughtful solutions 
are put at the forefront of each product.

We know you need high performance baby gear that's 
in it for the long haul. Our style is timeless while the 
features we build into each product are inventive and 
expertly engineered for modern life.
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The perfect blend of simplicity and energy. 
Nuna gear is smart and helpful with a touch 
of boldness. Having been in new parents' 
shoes, we've planned every little detail of 
our premium gear to fit your needs.

Enjoy each step, snuggle, and sway along 
the way with confidence, knowing we've 
designed around your life.

3  nunababy.com

Discover our full range  
visit nunababy.com



How do we    
give baby a   
spot at the table?
Answering that question back in 2007 led us 
to design our first product which is known 
today as the innovative ZAAZ™ high chair. 

We have since grown into a global 
brand with a growing collection of 
clever solutions that spans across 
car seat, pushchair, travel and 
in-home categories.
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SAFETY  

We never 
compromise
Our baby gear is extensively tested before it 
leaves the factory. We use advanced equipment 
and testing methods, going above and beyond 
what's required. To ensure compliance with safety 
standards, we regularly have our gear tested at 
accredited, independent labs.

DESIGN

Leading the 
industry in 
engineering
When it comes to innovation, we'll admit we're a little 
obsessed. Nothing brings us more joy than crafting 
inventive solutions that will save you time and 
energy, so you can focus on what matters most.
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For more than 60 years, the Red Dot Award—one of the 
world’s largest design competitions—has been providing a 
platform for designers and companies to assess good design. 
The international jury only awards this sought-after seal of 
quality to products that feature an outstanding design. 

Every Nuna product is remarkably designed providing award 
winning experiences. The renowned Red Dot jury took notice  
and Nuna proudly carries 23 awards. 

Many of our car seats have been tested by world-renowned 
ADAC (Germany) and received excellent ratings. ADAC 
performs its product testing on safety, handling, ergonomics, 
and harmful substance components and is known as one of 
the most rigorous car seat testers in Europe.

Test good (1.8)

NUNA
Pipa Next + 
Base Next

ADAC Online 05/2022
30 child car seats tested

 
i-Size 40-83cm

EU

AWARDS  
We've got
high standards
We've been recognized with over 320 awards from 
some of the world's most prestigious design and 
parenting institutions.



Mindfully 
manufactured

We are committed to protecting the place  
where your little ones grow up.

Reducing and Reusing 
We abide by the international ISO 14000 family of 
standards that cover a company’s environmental 
responsibilities, including the use of alternate fuel 
sources, such as solar-powered energy, and the 
treatment of wastewater, as well as the use of 
recycling programs for plastic waste and packaging.

Your little one has a bright future, and the planet 
should, too. Nuna gear complies with regional safety 
and chemical standards. The plastic, metal, fabric, 
fiber fill, and foam we use in our products all abide 
by CPSIA standards in the USA, REACH regulations 
and EN71 standards in Europe, and the CCPSA  
(Canada Consumer Product Safety Act).
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Breathing clean air is essential for your little one’s health, so it’s 
important to know that your baby gear is contributing to higher air 
quality in your home or car environment. Most Nuna products have 
met the standards for GREENGUARD Gold certification, meaning 
that they have been thoroughly tested and certified to not contribute 
hazardous chemicals, or VOCs, into the air your child breathes.

Eliminating sources of chemical emissions is the most effective way 
to reduce indoor air pollution according to the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency.

Less indoor air pollution 
The best strategy to reduce indoor air pollution is source control. 
GREENGUARD Gold Certified Nuna products ensure your baby gear 

is not adding pollutants to the air your baby breathes.

Less risk for chemical exposure 
GREENGUARD Gold Certified products have met some of the world’s 
most rigorous chemical emissions standards including formaldehyde 
and phthalate levels.

Healthier environment for all  
Your baby’s immune, neurological, and respiratory systems are still 
developing. GREENGUARD Gold certification includes health-based 
criteria that account for the most sensitive individuals (like baby!).

GREENGUARD 
Gold Certified



Keeping baby warm in winter and drawing moisture away in 
summer, Nuna's Merino wool and TENCEL™* lyocell blend is soft 
and environmentally friendly. No harmful chemicals are used in the 
manufacturing process of this naturally wrinkle-resistant material. 
*TENCEL™ is a trademark of Lenzing AG. 

At Nuna, we know your 
little one deserves the very 
best. That’s why we use the 
highest quality materials that 
not only meet our premium 
craftsmanship and comfort 
standards, but also comply 
with the most stringent 
U.S. Federal and European 
chemical safety standards.

Merino wool blend 

Organic Cotton

GOTS certified 
GOTS is recognized as the world's leading processing standard 
for textiles made from organic fibers. It defines high-level 
environmental criteria along the entire organic textiles supply 
chain and also requires compliance with social criteria.

The soft organic cotton used in select Nuna products is 
gentle on sensitive skin and is grown without using fertilizers, 
pesticides, and other toxic chemicals. The elimination of toxic 
chemicals produces healthier soil and reduces water pollution.

FR-free 
Each and every Nuna car seat is crafted with fire-retardant (FR) 
free materials through and through. The FR-free materials used 
in Nuna car seats are naturally flame resistant while containing 
no added harmful chemicals, making them safer for your child.

Better for baby 
materials
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Family means  
the world to us
We're thrilled to be here with you at the start 
of the transformative journey of parenthood. 
Bringing practical and functional designs 
to life for families is a constant source of 
inspiration for us.

We've thought of all the little things so you 
can focus on all the big things.

Here's to a  
memorable adventure...

nunababy.com   18



Made 
for strolling
Nuna’s premium pushchairs go the distance with tough tyres ready for any terrain and progressive 
suspension technology for top-of-the-line comfort. Ingenious built-in features bring exceptional 
convenience—the perfect pick for wherever the path leads.



Pushchair | Comparison chart  2221  nunababy.com

*Weight does not include armbar or insert*Weight does not include armbar or insert

Birth to 15 kg Birth to 22 kg Birth to 22 kg Birth to 22 kg Birth to 15 kg Usage

  Forward-facing
  Rear-facing

  Forward-facing
  Rear-facing

  Forward-facing
  Rear-facing

  Forward-facing
  Rear-facing

  Forward-facing
  Rear-facing

Modes

  Infant car seat
  CARI™ next
  Carry cot

  Infant car seat
  CARI™ next
  Carry cot

  Infant car seat
  CARI™ next
  Carry cot

  Infant car seat
  CARI™ next
  Carry cot

  Infant car seat
  CARI™ next
  Carry cot

Travel system
compatible

15.1* 11.8* 8.95* 7* 6* Weight specifications* (kg)

55 x 62 x 89 76 x 60 x 42 31.5 x 57.5 x 69 35 x 52 x 72 41 x 55 x 74.5 Folded dimensions (with seat)
L x W x H  (cm)

98 x 62 x 112 82 x 60 x 110 85 x 57.5 x 105.5 88 x 52 x 111 91.5 x 55.5 x 104 Open dimensions
L x W x H  (cm)

Merino wool Bamboo blend knit Merino wool Woven polyester Organic jersey fabric Comfort + convenience
Removable insert fabric

No-rethread harness

MagneTech secure snap™

— — Height-adjustable pushbar

+ spring suspension in seat All-wheel suspension

— All-season seat

3 5 4 Strap-recline 4 Recline positions

UPF 50+ water-repellent canopy

Dual footmuff and seat liner, 
Car seat adaptors, Post adaptors, 

Market basket, Rain cover, 
Fenders, Aire protect canopy™

Apron, Rain cover, Post adaptors Rain cover, Post adaptors Rain cover, Carry bag Rain cover, Post adaptors Includes

Folds with or without seat Folds with or without seat Folds with or without seat Folds with seat Folds with or without seat Fold

Stands when folded

Complies with European
standard EN 1888
Factory certified ISO 14001
ISO 9001 OH SAS 18001

Pushchairs
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You can’t control your destiny, but now you can be ready for the stroll ahead in more ways than ever.

Choose between two interchangeable canopies to create the ultimate customized comfort for baby. 
Our innovative MagneTech secure snap™ makes getting your little one out as quick and easy as 
putting them in. And the Custom dual suspension™ provides the best ride for baby and for you.

With an all-season seat, swanky storage system, and the ability to expand to a double or (gasp!) 
even a twin—the DEMI grow really does have it all—no matter what fate may throw your way.

Designed around your future you.

Be ready for tomorrow

All the essentials to stroll now and grow later. Crafted 
to convert from a single pushchair to both a double or 
twin—33 modes. 

MagneTech secure snap™, the self-guiding magnetic 
buckle that automatically locks into place.

Extendable, water-repellent, 
UPF 50+ canopy

3 or 5-point anti-loop, 
no-rethread harness

Adjustable calf support

MagneTech secure snap
buckle

Tough, foam-filled wheels

Two easily removable 
and interchangeable canopies

Luxe leatherette accented and 
height-adjustable pushbar

One-touch brake

Built-in hubcaps

Front swivel wheel locks

Removable market basket

™
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Sold separately | DEMI™ grow ring adaptor, Winter footmuff, MIXX™ and DEMI™ grow cup holder, Carry cot, 
  Sibling seat, Wheeled travel bag, Sling bag, Stroller wind cover, Stroller insect net

Included in the box | Two canopies for different seasons, Dual footmuff and seat liner, Rain cover, Fenders, 
  Removable market basket, Set of seat and carry cot post adaptors, Two sets of car seat adaptors

modes

caviar
pushchair ST08113CVRGL

sibling seat  AC08110CVRGL

hazelwood
pushchair ST08119HAZGL

sibling seat  AC08115HAZGL

ocean
pushchair ST08119OCNGL

sibling seat  AC08115OCNGL

oxford
pushchair ST08114OXFGL

sibling seat  AC08111OXFGL

riveted
pushchair ST08115RVTGL

sibling seat  AC08112RVTGL

Features
• Crafted to convert from a single pushchair 

to both a double or twin—33 modes

• Easy to fold, flip the seat, and switch 
to carry cot or car seat modes

• Folds both ways—whatever direction baby’s been facing

• Stands when folded

• Progressive suspension technology gives a nice, smooth ride 

• Custom dual suspension™ enables the 
ride best for you and baby

• Tyres are tough, foam filled and ready for any terrain

• Front, swivel lock wheels

• Fenders and built-in clear hub caps 
protect from dirt and debris

• Simple, one-touch, rear wheel braking system

• Luxe leatherette accented and height-adjustable pushbar

• All-season seat keeps baby cosy in winter 
and easily converts to mesh in summer

• Built-in ventilation panels

• Removable head support

• Quick-release, 5-point no-rethread harness 
converts to a 3-point harness

• MagneTech secure snap™, the self-guiding magnetic 
buckle that automatically locks into place

• 3 recline positions, all adjustable with one hand

• One-hand adjustable calf support

• Pushchair includes two easily removable and 
interchangeable canopies to customize baby's comfort

• Dream drape™ pulls down smoothly, because 
nothing beats a lovely, uninterrupted nap

• Removable market basket

• Heavy structure and tweed texture offer 
a premium yet durable look

• Merino wool and TENCEL™* lyocell fiber, 
create a natural and earthy feel
*TENCEL™ is a trademark of Lenzing AG

• Rain cover protects your child from the 
elements as you make your way around

Classic canopy includes a full coverage, UPF 50+ 
water-repellent canopy featuring a peek-a-boo 
window, Dream drape™ and a flip-out eye shade.

Aire protect canopy™ shields baby from the sun 
while allowing airflow through mesh side panels. 
Extend the UPF 50+ canopy with eye shade for sun 
protection, and pull down the airy mesh drape for 
full coverage and privacy.
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caviar
CC03906CVRGL

hazelwood
CC03909HAZGL

ocean
CC03909OCNGL

oxford
CC03902OXFGL

riveted
CC03907RVTGL

Features
• Dream drape™ pulls down 

smoothly and attaches quietly 
with magnets, because nothing 
beats a lovely, uninterrupted nap

• Oversized, protective UPF 50+ canopy

• Integrated mesh window

• Customized comfort thanks to 
integrated ventilation panels

• Compact, flat fold

• Luxe leatherette carry handle

• Soft mattress cover, top cover and 
zip-away liner are machine washable

• Incorporated hidden compartment

• Non-slip feet for added 
security and cleanliness

• Top cover is easily removable 
with quick release magnets

• Rain cover included

Go where you want together

Stroll them straight on into the land of nod. The DEMI grow 
carry cot connects swiftly to pushchair, and can easily be 
doubled up for twin mode. So you can carry less baggage 
and do more together.

Recommended use Birth to 9 kg

Carry cot size 83 x 42 x 60 cm

Carry cot weight 5 kg

Non-slip feet

Dream drape™

UPF 50+ canopy

Attaches to Nuna 
DEMI grow pushchair

Ventilation windows

Incorporated 
hidden 
compartment



Pushchair | MIXXnext  3029  nunababy.com

Supermarket. Train. Playground. For quick trips out, weekends away, and everything in between—the MIXX™ next is the 
one. This versatile pushchair has plenty of space for essentials. Plus its smooth maneuverability allows you to push with 
one hand, for some fun spins along the way. Or for when you need to double back to pick up that dropped bear.

Designed with all the little details in mind, so your adventures in parenthood can be that much easier.

Next generation strolling
Extendable, water-repellent, 
UPF 50+ canopy

No-rethread 5-point harness

Rubber tyres

MagneTech secure snap™ buckle

Luxe leatherette accented and
height-adjustable pushbar

Free-flex suspension

Adjustable calf support

All-season seat keeps baby cosy in winter and easily 
converts to mesh in summer.

Water-repellent, UPF 50+ canopy is extendable 
and features a flip-out eyeshade, ventilation panel, 
and window.



modes
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Features
• Easy to fold, flip the seat, and switch 

to carry cot or car seat modes

• Compact fold-away axle™ for a more compact fold

• Locks when you fold it with a quick click

• Easy to pull behind you like a trolley

• Rear-wheel free-flex suspension and front-
wheel progressive suspension technology

• Tyres are tough, foam filled and ready for any terrain

• Front, swivel lock wheels

• Simple, one-touch, rear wheel braking system

• Luxe leatherette accented and height-adjustable pushbar

• Removable leatherette child armbar

• 5-position recline—easily adjusts with one hand

• True-flat sleeper recline for quick naps on the go

• All-season seat keeps baby cosy in winter 
and easily converts to mesh in summer

• MagneTech secure snap™, the self-guiding magnetic 
buckle that automatically locks into place

• Water-repellent, UPF 50+ canopy is extendable and features 
a flip-out eyeshade, ventilation panel, and window

• No-rethread, 5-point harness that converts to a 
3-point harness, so baby is good to grow

• Removable and reversible two-piece seat pad 
grows with baby

• Adjustable calf support with integrated 
footrest comforts little snoozers

• Two compartment basket including secret zipper pocket

• Cell phone pocket on seat back

• Woven with a distinctive thread creating a 
unique texture with a bamboo blend knit

caviar
ST13417CVRGL

ocean
ST13441OCNGL

granite
ST13416GRNGL

hazelwood
ST13433HAZGL

pine
ST13429PNEGL

riveted
ST13423RVTGL

Sold separately | Winter footmuff, Carry cot, Ring adaptor, MIXX and DEMI™ grow cup holder, 
  Wheeled travel bag, Sling bag, Stroller wind cover, Stroller insect cover

Included in the box | Apron, Car seat adaptors, Rain cover
The MIXX next is easy to fold flat, whatever direction 
baby’s been facing.

This MIXX next is equipped with a compact fold-away 
axle™ for a more compact fold. Say yes to weekends 
away—carry less baggage and do more together.
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Go where you want together

caviar
CC09803CVRGL

granite
CC09803GRNGL

hazelwood
CC09817HAZGL

ocean
CC09818OCNGL

pine
CC09816PNEGL

riveted
CC09814RVTGL

Features
• Compact, flat fold for hassle-free 

travels and space-saving stow aways

• Dream drape™ pulls down smoothly and 
attaches quietly with magnets because 
nothing beats a lovely uninterrupted nap

• Luxe hand-sewn leatherette 
carry handle

• Additional mesh panels for 
all-season comfort

• Soft mattress cover and top 
cover are machine washable

• Hidden storage compartment 
for all the extra essentials

• Non-slip feet on the bottom for added 
security and fabric protection

• Top cover is easily removable 
with quick release magnets

• Rain cover included

Play more, get more things done, and enjoy the journey through 
the wonder years! The MIXX carry cot connects to its pushchair 
frame with just a click, outsmarting naptime so your day can 
remain uninterrupted.

Recommended use Birth to 9 kg

Carry cot size 90 x 43 x 63 cm

Carry cot weight 4.2 kg 

UPF 50+ canopy

Attaches to Nuna 
MIXX next pushchair

Ventilation windows

Non-slip feet

Dream drape™

Hidden 
storage 
compartment
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Water-repellent,
UPF 50+ canopy

Removable Merino wool insert

Tough, foam-filled wheels

MagneTech secure snap™ buckle

Spring suspension 
seat technology

Luxe leatherette accented and
height-adjustable pushbar

A morning stroll to the park or afternoons in your favorite coffee spot, everyday out and abouts with baby are fuss-free 
with the TRIV next pushchair. It’s a natural city dweller that quickly converts to a travel system, packs up easily and 
stands on its own when folded, becoming the perfect sidekick to your everyday adventures. 

Engineered for convenience and comfort, the all-wheel suspension, one-touch braking system, and large rear wheels 
promise easy maneuverability and cushiony smooth city strolls—like riding on air with complete peace of mind. 

This compact fold pushchair is cleverly designed with a seat that faces and folds both ways, no matter what direction 
baby's facing. The all-season seat keeps your precious cargo snug in winter and converts to breathable mesh in summer, 
while the rain cover provides extra protection no matter the weather.

Every parent needs a trusty travel companion to enjoy those everyday adventures that are waiting around the corner.

Everyday travel companion

One-touch rear brake

All-wheel suspension and large rear wheels are tough, 
foam-filled and ready for any terrain.

MagneTech secure snap™—the self-guiding magnetic 
buckle that automatically locks into place.

Adjustable calf support
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Sold separately | Winter footmuff, Carry cot, Wheeled travel bag, TRIV cup holder, Stroller wind cover,
  Stroller insect cover

Included in the box | Rain cover, Adjustable tilt post adaptors

modes

caviar
ST16600CVRGL

lagoon
ST16600LGNGL

rainbow
ST16606RNBGL

hazelwood
ST16600HAZGL

rose
ST16600ROSGL

Features
• Full-featured compact pushchair weighs only 

8.95 kg (without insert and armbar)

• Luxe leatherette handle and armbar lend style to your stroll  

• 5-position pushbar adjustment for comfortable 
strolling no matter the parent height

• Water-repellent UPF 50+ canopy is extendable, features 
a window and flip-out eyeshade and zip-off removal

• All-season seat keeps baby cosy in winter 
and easily converts to mesh in summer

• Removable insert is lightweight and lightly textured 
with Merino wool and TENCEL™* lyocell    
*TENCEL™ is a trademark of Lenzing AG

• Quick-release, 5-point no-rethread harness 
converts to a 3-point harness

• One-touch rear brake allows for easy stop 
and go with just a simple top tap

• Swivel-lock front wheels

• Easy access zippered storage pocket and oversized 
shopping basket for all the essentials

• 4-position recline including a full recline for 
newborn comfort and adjustable calf support 

• Durable footrest provides a step up for growing babies 

• Travel system ready—simply attach any Nuna 
infant carrier to the included post adaptor 
and customize the tilt to baby's needs

• Folds up quickly with one hand and stands on its own

• Included rain cover protects your child from the 
elements as you make your way around

ocean
ST16600OCNGL

Seat faces and easily folds both ways, whatever direction baby’s been facing.
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caviar
CC13105CVRGL

hazelwood
CC13105HAZGL

lagoon
CC13105LGNGL

Features
• UPF 50+ canopy with Dream drape™

• Dream drape™ pulls down smoothly and 
attaches quietly with magnets because 
nothing beats a lovely uninterrupted nap

• Mesh peek-a-boo window 
for checking in on baby

• Compact, flat fold for hassle-free 
travels and space-saving stow aways

• Luxe hand-sewn, leatherette 
carry handle

• Soft mattress cover and top 
cover are machine washable

• Hidden storage compartment 
for all the extra essentials

• Non-slip feet on the bottom for added 
security and fabric protection

• Top cover and seat pad zip off 
for quick and easy removal

• Connects easily and securely to 
TRIV series pushchair frame using 
the compatible post adaptor

• Integrated memory release buttons 
and carry handle for struggle-free 
detach from pushchair frame

• Rain cover included

Everyday travel companion

ocean
CC13105OCNGL

rose
CC13105ROSGL

UPF 50+ canopy

Attaches to Nuna 
TRIV next pushchair

Non-slip feet

Dream drape™

Flat fold for easy storage

Memory buttons 
for easy release

On its own, the TRIV carry cot offers the perfect comfy-cosy 
refuge for a resting newborn. Attached to the TRIV series 
pushchair, it becomes a stylish pram that’s perfect for quick 
trips to the corner store or longer journeys across town.  

The TRIV carry cot easily and securely attaches to the TRIV 
pushchair frame using the compatible post adaptor. Its smart 
design allows for a restful lie-flat position. This little companion 
is also designed to quickly fold flat for easy storage when you 
reach your destination.

Recommended use Birth to 9 kg

Carry cot size 87 x 42 x 58 cm

Carry cot weight 3.1 kg

Hidden storage 
compartment

Ventilation windows
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Out around town, on a whirlwind weekend trip, or exploring far away places—an extra hand is 
always helpful for any parent. At the touch of a button on the pushbar, TRVL folds itself into a 
compact package that stands on its own—giving you the convenience you need.

TRVL is ultra lightweight and does not compromise on quality. City living or jet-setting parents 
will love the luxe materials, sturdy frame, and innovative features for miles to go.

Discover the world in style UPF 50+ water-repellent, canopy

No-rethread harness

Adjustable calf support

Rotating armbar

MagneTech secure snap™ buckle

Mesh windows

Strap-recline

Peek-a-boo window

One-touch brake

All-wheel suspension

Travel system ready simply attach a Nuna PIPA series 
infant car seats to the armbar with one click —
no adaptors needed.

One-hand self-collapsing fold keeps your transitions 
simple and struggle-free. Stands on its own when folded.
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Sold separately | TRVL cup holder, TRVL transport bag, Stroller wind cover, Stroller insect cover 

Included in the box | Hand carry strap, Rain cover, Carry bag

modes

caviar
ST15713CVRGL

hazelwood
ST15713HAZGL

seafoam
ST15713SFMGL

pine
ST15713PNEGL

Features
• Luxury features for city and travel meet lightweight 

convenience in this fully featured pushchair

• Travel system ready simply attach a Nuna PIPA series infant 
car seats to the armbar with one click—no adaptors needed

• One-hand self-collapsing fold keeps your 
transitions simple and struggle-free

• Stands on its own when folded

• Ultra lightweight and easy to tote with 
carry-strap or pushbar when folded

• All-wheel suspension

• Front, swivel lock wheels

• Simple one-touch rear-wheel braking system

• Luxe leatherette accented pushbar and 
removable armbar lend style to your stroll

• Tall seat height of 49 cm allows for plenty of 
storage space underneath, and can even be 
used as a seat at the table if needed

• The removable and rotating armbar fits kids of all sizes

• MagneTech secure snap™, the self-guiding magnetic 
buckle that automatically locks into place

• Strap-recline creates fully customizable 
recline position adjustments

• Full size, water-repellent UPF 50+ canopy

• Say hello through the canopy's peek-a-boo window

• Quick-release, 5-point no-rethread harness

• Adjustable calf support (2 positions)

• Easy access, removable basket for 
storing on-the-go essentials

• Pushchair fabrics is made with better for 
baby certified OEKO-TEX® fabric

• Go hands free with the included carry bag

• Rain cover protects your child from the elements

Luxury features for city and travel meet lightweight convenience in this fully featured pushchair.
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Everyday out and abouts with baby are easygoing with the IXXA pushchair. At 6 kg, it’s an agile city dweller that makes 
strolling and toting a breeze—so you can go wherever your path leads.  

Not only is it engineered for lightweight traveling with baby, the Nuna IXXA also takes your little one’s comfort seriously. 
The all-wheel suspension, one-touch braking system, and durable, EVA tyres promise complete maneuverability and 
smooth city strolls—like riding on air.

This compact fold pushchair is cleverly designed with a seat that faces and folds both ways, no matter what direction 
baby's facing. It even stands on its own when folded, freeing up your hands for more precious cargo. The all-season seat 
keeps your precious cargo cosy year-round, while the rain cover provides extra protection no matter the weather.

Every parent needs a featherweight travel companion to enjoy those everyday adventures waiting around the corner.

Featherweight travel companion

Sold separately | Winter footmuff, Carry cot, Wheeled travel bag, Stroller insect net, Stroller wind cover

modes

granite
ST16000GRNGL

riveted
ST16001RVTGL

riveted rose
ST16002RVRGL

Included in the box | Adjustable tilt post adaptors, Rain cover

UPF 50+ water-repellent 
canopy

Removable organic 
jersey fabric insert

Durable EVA tyres

MagneTech secure 
snap™ buckle

Luxe leatherette accents 

Swing-out brake

Adjustable calf support

Shopping basket

Features
• Ultra-lightweight and compact, 

weighing in at only 6 kg

• Seat faces both ways allowing baby to face you 
or watch the world

• Lie flat position for newborn cosiness

• Folds easily with one hand and stands 
on its own when folded

• Travel system ready—simply attach any Nuna 
infant carrier to the included post adaptor

• Compatible with the TRIV™ series and CARI™ next

• MagneTech secure snap™, the self-guiding magnetic 
buckle that automatically locks into place

• UPF 50+ water-repellent canopy features a large peek-
a-boo window and flip-out eyeshade for sunny days

• Quick-touch, swing-out brake system 
for scuff free shoe control

• 4-position recline seat and adjustable calf 
support to accommodate growing legs

• Quick-release 5-point no-rethread harness 
easily converts to a 3-point harness

• Sunshield on canopy for sunny day adventures

• All-season seat keeps baby cosy in winter 
and easily converts to mesh in summer

• Removable organic jersey fabric insert

• All-wheel suspension, one-touch brake and 
durable EVA tyres are ready for any terrain

• Luxe leatherette pushbar and armbar 
lend extra style to your stroll  

• Extendable canopy with airy mesh windows closes 
quietly with magnets or can be zippered off 

• Easy access shopping basket with extra 
high side panels provides plenty of 
room for market day treasures

• Included rain cover protects baby from the 
elements as you make your way around



Crafted 
for growing
Nuna’s luxurious car seats are engineered for growth keeping baby to ‘tween safe at every 
stage. Combining safety with high design, Nuna’s car seats are mindfully manufactured 
with chemical-free fabrics and brilliant innovation for guess-free installations.



*Weight does not include insert and canopy

Car seats

Rearward-facing only
40–75 cm

birth up to 13 kg

As an infant carrier
40-75 cm 

birth up to 13 kg

As a carry cot 
0–9 kg without harness
13 kg max with harness

Rearward-facing only
40–83 cm

birth up to 13 kg

Rearward-facing only
40–85 cm

birth up to 13 kg

Rearward-facing
40–105 cm

less than 19 kg 
Forward-facing
15 months and 

76–105 cm
less than 19 kg

Rearward-facing
40–105 cm

less than 18 kg
Forward-facing
15 months and 

76–105 cm 
less than 18 kg

Forward-facing only
100–150 cm

Usage

— — — Compatible with 
Nuna pushchairs

3.3* 3.6* 2.8* 3.5* 14.3*

 (including BASE™ next) 14.8 6.7 Weight Specifications* (kg)

65 x 43.5 x 57 81 x 44 x 59 67 x 44 x 59 64–77 x 43 x 59

Rearward-facing 
72 x 46 x 50

Forward-facing 
66 x 46 x 56

66 x 47–61 x 59–76 43–70 x 45–57 x 64–85 Dimensions  L x W x H  (cm)

— — Comfort + convenience 
No-rethread harness

— Removable infant insert

1 1 7 10 6 8 17 Head rest positions

— Lie-flat — 3 5 7 8 Recline positions

— Ventilation panels

ISOFIX connectors 
or vehicle belt BASE™ next BASE™ next, PIPA™ next 

base or vehicle belt
BASE™ next 

or ARRA™ base BASE™ next True lock™ base 
installation technology

ISOFIX connectors 
or vehicle belt Installation

No SIP Energy absorbing foam 
and Side Impact Protection

Flame Retardant (FR) free

GREENGUARD Gold Certified

 + 4 star ADAC  + 4 star ADAC  + 4 star ADAC
Complies with European Safety 
standard ECE R129

Factory certified ISO 14001, ISO 
9001, OHSAS 18001
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Car seats | PIPA urbn  5251  nunababy.com

Travel system ready—compatible with all 
Nuna pushchairs.

All installation types are baseless—no base needed.

The PIPA urbn reimagines the future of travel with baby. This innovative, ultra-lightweight infant 
car seat weighs only 3.3 kg* and installs using an advanced ISOFIX system. This groundbreaking, 
baseless installation feature is integrated into the car seat, allowing for super secure installs**

when moving from car, to taxi, to rideshare and offering a new generation of journeys. It also 
features a one-handed, quick release from pushchair and vehicle and Nuna’s iconic Dream drape™

for ultimate privacy—so you and baby can navigate life with modern-day ease.

*Without insert and canopy
**Refer to vehicle fitting list

Modern rides, reimagined
Dream drape™

Luxe leatherette
carry handle

Integrated ISOFIX 
connectors

XL peek-a-boo window

One-handed vehicle 
and pushchair release

Removable 
UPF 50+ canopy

Side and rear 
belt guides



Car seats | PIPA urbn  5453  nunababy.com

Sold separately | Wheeled travel bag

Included in the box | Merino wool insert, ISOFIX latch guides

Features
• Ground-breaking baseless install using the integrated ISOFIX 

connectors for 2-second installs*

*Refer to instructions for any final adjustments

• Ultralight for on-the-go at just 3.3 kg*

*Without canopy and insert

• European belt path for vehicle belt installations

• Compatible with all Nuna pushchairs for the 
ultimate modern-day travel system

• One-handed vehicle and pushchair release 
for quick and easy in-and-outs 

• Side Impact Protection (SIP) for ultimate baby safe keeping 

• Aeroflex™ foam that is cleverly lightweight 
and resilient minimizes force transferred to 
baby by absorbing and diffusing energy

• 3-point harness with comfy shoulder and lower 
buckle covers tightens with one easy pull

• Set of included ISOFIX latch guides make it easy to 
locate and install on the lower anchor bars in vehicle

• Headrest’s patented Tailor tech™ memory foam 
provides a comfortable custom fit for baby

• 3-point harness with comfy shoulder and lower 
buckle covers tightens with one easy pull 

• Removable, full-coverage UPF 50+ canopy with two 
positions, a flip-out eyeshade, and XL peek-a-boo window

• Luxe leatherette carry handle for more secure gripping 

• The iconic Dream drape™ provides baby with 
ultimate privacy for those quiet moments

• Headrest and body insert and made of environmentally 
friendly Merino wool and TENCEL™* branded lyocell fiber 
blend that is soft, naturally controls moisture, and is 
environmentally friendly 
*TENCEL™ is a trademark of Lenzing AG

• From fabric to foam and beyond, each element is smartly 
sourced to be both flame resistant and contain no added 
fire retardant chemicals making it safer for baby

• Machine washable seat fabrics and body insert

Dream drape™ pulls down smoothly and attaches quietly with magnets, because nothing beats 
a lovely, uninterrupted nap.

modes

caviar
CF15602CVRGL

caviar granite
CF15602GRNGL



Car seats | NEXT system  5655  nunababy.com

The NEXT system offers ultimate flexibility with four solutions for the first  
four years, conveniently using one base for all compatible products.

BASE next offers ultimate adaptability as the foundation of a modular 
system compatible with CARI next, a carry cot car seat; PIPA next,  

our versatile infant car seat; ARRA next, our lie-flat infant car seat; and 
TODL next, a sleek seat that grows with baby from newborn to toddler.

base

One system, 
four products

A family of top performers in safety



Car seats | NEXT system | BASE next  5857  nunababy.com

Secure Display | colored indication bars verify proper 
installation of base and seat. No second-guessing.

One base. Four ways to ride. BASE next offers ultimate adaptability as the foundation of a modular system compatible 
with CARI™ next, a carry cot car seat; PIPA™ next, our versatile infant car seat; ARRA™ next, our lie-flat infant car seat; 
and TODL™ next, a sleek seat that grows with baby from newborn to toddler.

The BASE next provides simple and secure installation, features a rotation that allows for simple harnessing, and has built-in 
Side Impact Protection for ultimate safety. With multi-adjustable ISOFIX positions to boot, this is one can-do car seat base.

Same base, next stage
base

Multi-adjustable ISOFIX positions allow 
a custom fit on your vehicle seat

Button for 360° seat rotation

Low rebound bar for more legroom

Adjustable stability leg

Secure Display
colored indication bars

–

Crumple zone

licorice
IF14900ACSGL

Features
• 360° rotation for easy harnessing and NEXT™ system 

car seat installation with just one click

• Rebound bar provides more room for child’s legs

• True lock™ base installation technology make set up swift, 
simple and secure using a vehicle’s ISOFIX anchor points

• Multi-adjustable ISOFIX positions allow 
a custom fit on your vehicle seat

• Load leg indicators, seat attachment indicators, and 
seat rotation indicators individually show all in one 
display simple display making installation a cinch

• Resilient, shock-absorbing plastics 
reduce force, keeping baby safe

• Crumple zone within the stability leg absorbs 
impact and minimizes force to baby

• Built-in storage pocket for easy access to the user manual 

• Car seat latch guides are included



Car seats | NEXT system | CARI next  6059  nunababy.com

Full coverage, UPF 50+ 
canopy with mesh panel 
for all-season comfort

EPP structure with holes and 
mesh for added ventilation

Doubling as a car seat and a carry cot, even when life 
doesn’t stop, their snuggly sleep won't be interrupted 
as they lie flat in the CARI next.

A convenient travel system with easy connection to 
adaptor-friendly Nuna pushchairs.

Yes, it's really a carry cot car seat! You're not dreaming … but they will be. The super comfortable CARI next allows 
baby to lay peacefully at a full recline—the best position for a developing spine. This NEXT system compatible carry cot 
features an organic jersey mattress and infant inserts that add comfort and a 3-point harness that adds security. You can 
travel from home, to car, to pushchair, wherever life takes you while they head off to dreamland.

Doubling as a car seat and a carry cot, even when life doesn’t stop, their snuggly sleep won't be interrupted as they lie 
flat in the CARI next.

In bed, on board
Infant inserts and mattress 
made of organic jersey Hidden storage compartment

3-point harness



Car seats | NEXT system | CARI next  6261  nunababy.com

Features
• NEXT system™ compatible

The NEXT system offers ultimate flexibility with 
four solutions for the first four years, conveniently 
using one base for all compatible products

• Lightweight, protective, and portable at only 3.6 kg

• A convenient travel system with easy connection 
to adaptor-friendly Nuna pushchairs

• Lightweight and resilient shell with integrated EPP 
foam for maximized energy absorption on impact

• Carry cot allows for full recline—the best 
position to support spine development

• Luxe leatherette carry handle

• Full coverage, UPF 50+ canopy with additional 
mesh panel for all-season comfort

• Dream drape™ pulls down smoothly and attaches quietly with 
magnets, because nothing beats a lovely, uninterrupted nap

• 3-point harness system ensures a secure ride by 
keeping your baby in the safety zone of the shell

• Ventilation panels within the shell and mesh fabric 
for ultimate airflow and all-season comfort

• Removable infant inserts made of organic 
jersey keep them snug and supported

• Organic jersey mattress

• Relax knowing that only the finest natural, GOTS 
certified organic cotton textiles surround your little 
one. Grown without the use of harmful pesticides, 
this organic cotton is toxin-free and best for baby.

• Soft mattress cover and top cover are machine washable

• Must be used with BASE™ next when in vehicle 
Sold separately

BASE next

• True lock™ base installation technology make set up swift, 
simple and secure using a vehicle’s ISOFIX anchor points

• Crumple zone within the stability leg absorbs 
impact and minimizes force to baby

• Coloured indicators confirm proper 
installation—no second-guessing

• Multi-adjustable ISOFIX positions allow 
a custom fit on your vehicle seat

Relax knowing that only the finest natural, GOTS certified organic cotton textiles surround your little 
one. Grown without the use of harmful pesticides, this organic cotton is toxin-free and best for baby.Sold separately | BASE™ next, Rain cover, Wheeled travel bag

Included in the box | Organic jersey insert, Dream drape™

modes

caviar
CS15908CVRGL

ocean
CS15908OCNGL

granite
CS15908GRNGL

hazelwood
CS15908HAZGL

pine
CS15908PNEGL

rainbow
CS15905RNBGL



Car seats | NEXT system | PIPA next  6463  nunababy.com

The world-renowned ADAC (Germany), conductor of 
the most rigorous car seat tests in Europe, evaluates 
safety, handling, ergonomics and harmful substances 
and has given the PIPA next a four-star rating in the 
05/2022 test.

Adjustable headrest’s patented Tailor tech™ memory 
foam provides a comfortable custom fit and grows 
with baby.

Feel the freedom to go anywhere with PIPA next. Lightweight enough to tote while doing your shopping—just 2.8 kg*! 
Versatile enough to take from the taxi to the family car, thanks to the option of belt path or base installation.

It’s i-Size-approved and designed with all the details that make for a cosy ride, like an adjustable headrest with 
no-rethread harness, a Dream drape™, and superior Side Impact Protection on the base with built-in wings that 
automatically deploy when the car seat is installed.

Everything you’ve been dreaming of to make your life with baby easier.

*Without insert and canopy

From first rides to your next adventure

Test good (1.8)

NUNA
Pipa Next + 
Base Next

ADAC Online 05/2022
30 child car seats tested

 
i-Size 40-83cm

EU

3-point harness

Removable, full coverage, 
UPF 50+ canopy with mesh 
peek-a-boo window

Side and rear belt guides



Car seats | NEXT system | PIPA next  6665  nunababy.com

Sold separately | BASE™ next, PIPA™ next base, Wheeled travel bag

Included in the box | Merino wool insert, ISOFIX latch guides

Features
• NEXT system™ compatible

The NEXT system offers ultimate flexibility with 
four solutions for the first four years, conveniently 
using one base for all compatible products

• Lightweight, protective and portable. Only 2.8 kg 
(weight does not include inserts or canopy)

• Super comfortable for baby. Premium i-Size 
protection for your peace of mind.

• Adjustable headrest’s patented Tailor tech™ memory foam 
provides a comfortable custom fit and grows with baby

• The high-strength handle transfers a large 
portion of the crash forces into the shell and thus 
protects the particularly sensitive head area

• All over Side Impact Protection thanks to Nuna’s smart 
SIP system featuring EPP energy absorbing foam

• Luxe leatherette carry handle

• Removable, full coverage UPF 50+ canopy with flip-
out eyeshade and mesh peek-a-boo window

• Dream drape™ pulls down smoothly and attaches quietly with 
magnets, because nothing beats a lovely, uninterrupted nap

• One-hand, 7-position height-adjustable headrest

• No-rethread, 3-point harness works with one hand to 
effortlessly fit growing riders for maximum security

• Infant inserts keep them snug and supported. 
When baby outgrows, they easily remove.

• Woven fabric creates a homespun, subtle texture, 
while Merino wool and TENCEL™* lyocell fiber, 
create a natural and earthy feel
*TENCEL™ is a trademark of Lenzing AG

• TUV aircraft certified to travel everywhere, and beyond

BASE next

• True lock™ base installation technology make set up swift, 
simple and secure using a vehicle’s ISOFIX anchor points

• Crumple zone within the stability leg absorbs 
impact and minimizes force to baby

• Coloured indicators confirm proper 
installation—no second-guessing

• Multi-adjustable ISOFIX positions allow 
a custom fit on your vehicle seat

Travel everywhere with ease. Belt path on the seat shell gives you a choice of installation method. 
Buckle it into a taxi, or install it on the base in the family car. PIPA next is cleared for take-off—
when using the belt path, it’s certified for aircraft travel.

modes

caviar
CS10210CVRGL

ocean
CS10210OCNGL

granite
CS10210GRNGL

hazelwood
CS10210HAZGL

pine
CS10210PNEGL

riveted
CS10208RVTGL



Car seats | NEXT system | ARRA next  6867  nunababy.com

3 recline positions3-point harness

ARRA next combines a super secure car seat with the 
comfort of their own bed. Designed to be comfy for the 
thing they do most—sleep!

All over Side Impact Protection thanks to Nuna’s smart 
SIP system featuring EPP energy absorbing foam.

For those busy days and long journeys, ARRA next provides a smooth transition from crib to carrier. Its three 
recline positions allow baby to lie comfortably, whether ARRA next is secured on the base in the backseat or 
attached to a pushchair.

It’s i-Size approved and lightweight, weighing just 3.5 kg*. This reclining carrier means that even when life 
doesn’t stop, their sleep doesn’t have to either.

*Without insert and canopy

From cosy seat to deep sleep

Peek-a-boo window



Car seats | NEXT system | ARRA next  7069  nunababy.com

Sold separately | BASE™ next, ARRA™ base, Wheeled travel bag

Included in the box | Merino wool insert, ISOFIX latch guides

Features
• NEXT system™ compatible

The NEXT system offers ultimate flexibility with 
four solutions for the first four years, conveniently 
using one base for all compatible products

• Lightweight weighing in at about 3.5* kg 
(not including the canopy and insert)

• Super comfortable for baby and premium 
i-Size protection for your peace of mind

• Heavy-duty shell and removable full body 
insert keep them snug and supported

• Converts to a flat reclining seat—157° angle—
usable in the vehicle or on a pushchair

• 3 recline positions in both car seat and travel system modes

• Removable headrest’s patented Tailor tech™ memory foam 
provides a comfortable custom fit and grows with baby

• All over Side Impact Protection thanks to Nuna’s smart 
SIP system featuring EPP energy absorbing foam

• Luxe leatherette carry handle

• Removable, full coverage UPF 50+ canopy with flip-
out eyeshade and mesh peek-a-boo window

• Super resilient top of the line plastics and 
3-point harness keeps little ones in place

• One-hand, 10-position headrest and harness system adjusts 
simultaneously and requires no re-threading of harness

• Infant inserts keep them snug and supported 
and easily removes when baby outgrows

• Woven fabric creates a homespun, subtle texture, 
while Merino wool and TENCEL™* lyocell fiber, 
create a natural and earthy feel
*TENCEL™ is a trademark of Lenzing AG

• Universal mount allows you the freedom to turn the ARRA 
next into a travel system with other compatible pushchairs

BASE next

• True lock™ base installation technology make set up swift, 
simple and secure using a vehicle’s ISOFIX anchor points

• Crumple zone within the stability leg absorbs 
impact and minimizes force to baby

• Coloured indicators confirm proper 
installation—no second-guessing

• Multi-adjustable ISOFIX positions allow 
a custom fit on your vehicle seat

Not a carry cot—a carrier cot, with a deep recline that’s healthy for their spine and breathing. 
Converts to a flat reclining seat—157° angle—usable in the vehicle or on a pushchair.

modes

caviar
CS11306CVRGL

lagoon
CS11306LGNGL

granite
CS11306GRNGL

hazelwood
CS11306HAZGL

ocean
CS11306OCNGL

pine
CS11304PNEGL

lagoon



Car seats | NEXT system | TODL next  7271  nunababy.com

Attaching the Side Impact Protection pod creates an 
additional safety zone to protect your child. It works 
with the integrated foam to absorb energy earlier and 
significantly reduce the force of impact.

The world-renowned ADAC (Germany), conductor of 
the most rigorous car seat tests in Europe, evaluates 
safety, handling, ergonomics and harmful substances 
and has given the TODL next a 4 star rating at the 
05/2022 test.

The sleek and sophisticated TODL next is ready to hit the road from day one through toddlerhood. The first few 
years of life are a whirlwind of joy and major milestones, and adaptability is a must for your baby gear. With five 
recline positions and a shoulder harness that expands with each of the six headrest positions, the TODL next 
easily adjusts to accommodate all your little one's stages of growth, so you can focus on what matters most— 
making memories. 

Relaxed riding, secure fit
Removable inserts, patented Tailor tech™

memory foam and EPP energy absorbing foam

No-rethread 5-point harnessDetachable Side Impact Protection pod

6-position headrest

Merino wool infant head and body inserts

Test good (2.3)

NUNA
Todl Next + 
Base Next

ADAC Online 05/2022
30 child car seats tested

 
i-Size 40-105cm

EU

Magnetic buckle holders



Car seats | NEXT system | TODL next  7473  nunababy.com

Sold separately | BASE™ next, Wheeled travel bag

Included in the box | Merino wool infant head and body inserts, Support wedge

Deep recline angles provide ultimate comfort that will having them drifting off to sleep in no time. 
Choose from five recline positions no matter which way they're facing.

Features
• NEXT system™ compatible

The NEXT system offers ultimate flexibility with 
four solutions for the first four years, conveniently 
using one base for all compatible products

• A smooth ride in both function and fashion, the 
TODL next features sleek lines and contemporary 
contours—no rough edges here

• i-Size safe 
Rearward-facing | 40–105 cm and less than 19 kg
Forward-facing | 15 months, 76–105 cm and less than 19 kg

• Steel strength technology™—Ultra resilient, 
top of the line plastics and steel reinforcement 
make for a heavy duty, secure shell

• Choose from 5 recline positions no 
matter which way they're facing

• Deep recline angles provide ultimate comfort that will having 
them drifting off to sleep in no time. 
rearward-facing | 147 degrees; forward-facing | 127 degrees

• Removable inserts, patented Tailor tech™

memory foam, and EPP energy absorbing foam 
take side impact security to the next level

• Attaching the Side Impact Protection pod creates an 
additional safety zone to protect your child. It works 
with the integrated foam to absorb energy earlier 
and significantly reduce the force of impact.

• One hand, height-adjustable head support 
sports six different positions

• No-rethread 5-point harness so they can easily grow securely

• Magnetic buckle holder

• We're good to grow with removable support wedge 
and Merino wool infant head and body inserts

• Designed to grow up and out right along with 
them, accommodating every stage with a shoulder 
harness that expands as the headrest raises

• Ventilation panels within the shell create a 
comfy climate for even the longest of trips

• Bamboo blended knit is woven with a distinctive thread 
creating a unique texture, while Merino wool and TENCEL™*

lyocell fiber create a natural and earthy feel
*TENCEL™ is a trademark of Lenzing AG

• Must be used with BASE™ next
Sold separately

BASE next

• True lock™ base installation technology make set up swift, 
simple and secure using a vehicle’s ISOFIX anchor points

• Crumple zone within the stability leg absorbs 
impact and minimizes force to baby

• Coloured indicators confirm proper 
installation—no second-guessing

• Multi-adjustable ISOFIX positions allow 
a custom fit on your vehicle seat

modes

caviar
CS14900CVRGL

lagoon
CS14900LGNGL

granite
CS14900GRNGL

hazelwood
CS14900HAZGL

riveted
CS14901RVTGL



Car seats | PRYM  7675  nunababy.com

Smartly spins, safely stops. Easily switch between 
rearward and forward-facing modes with no need to 
reinstall the seat, thanks to 360 degree rotation. With 
side loading, safely buckle in your little wiggleworm 
without the acrobatics. 

Put them in safely and easily with PRYM, the smart i-Size seat with automatically deploying side impact shields for 
instant protection as soon as your little one is on board.

With Smart ride™ lock-off for added security when switching between rearward and forward-facing modes—which is 
easily done without reinstallation, thanks to 360 degree rotation—as well as Steel strength technology™, load leg, and 
rebound bar, PRYM protects them on every journey.

Buckle up & ride on Automatic open 
Side Impact Protection

No-rethread 
5-point harness

True lock™ base 
installation

Rebound bar
Magnetic buckle holder

Second lock 
for added security

8-position headrest

Adjustable stability leg

The world-renowned ADAC (Germany), conductor of 
the most rigorous car seat tests in Europe, evaluates 
safety, handling, ergonomics and harmful substances 
and was given a four-star rating at the 10/2020 test.

Test good  (2.1)

NUNA
Prym

ADAC Online 10/2020
13 child car seats tested

i-Size
40-105 cm

EU



modes

Car seats | PRYM  7877  nunababy.com

Side Impact Protection shields automatically deploy when harnessing baby. Combined with 
removable inserts, patented Tailor tech™ memory foam, and EPP energy-absorbing foam, they 
take side impact security to the next level.

Sold separately | Wheeled travel bag

Included in the box | Merino wool infant inserts, Two seasonal seat and headrest cover sets

Features
• i-Size safe

Rearward-facing | birth–105 cm and less than 18.5 kg 

Forward-facing | 76 cm–105 cm and less than 18.5 kg

• 7 recline levels for comfy rear and forward facing riding

• 8-position headrest you can adjust with one 
hand and lets them grow in comfort

• No-rethread 5-point harness so they can easily grow securely

• Removable support wedge and infant head 
and body inserts so they’re good to grow

• Removable inserts, patented Tailor tech™ memory 
foam, and EPS energy absorbing foam take 
side impact security to the next level

• Steel strength technology™—serious strength thanks to 
a reinforced steel frame and ultra-resilient plastics

• Ventilation panels on the seat allow for comfy air flow

• Two seat covers. Warm for winter, mesh for summer. Machine 
washable. No need to wait for one to dry, just switch and go.

• Integrated rebound bar helps minimise rotation during impact

• Magnetic buckle holder

• Integrated ergonomic footrest also assists 
older children when getting into the seat

• True lock™ base installation and Second 
lock for added security

• Coloured indicators on the stability leg and 
ISOFIX attachments minimise user error

• Woven with a distinctive thread creating a unique texture 
with a bamboo blend knit. Merino wool and TENCEL™*

lyocell fibre, create a natural and earthy feel 
*TENCEL™ is a trademark of Lenzing AG

caviar
CS05504CVRGL

dove
CS05504DOVGL



Car seats | AACE lx  8079  nunababy.com

Attaching the Side Impact Protection pod creates an 
additional safety zone to protect your child. It works 
with the integrated foam to absorb energy earlier and 
significantly reduce the force of impact.

Belt positioner aids in correct shoulder belt routing. 
Along with a coloured belt path, it minimises user error.

Belt 
positioner

Custom recline

Cup holder

17-position 
headrest

ISOFIX 
Connector™

It seems like they never stop growing! Luckily, the AACE lx has every feature needed for a growing child in a fresh and 
sleek design. The 3D growth system™ means that seat depth can be increased and as the headrest is raised the shoulder 
width expands, making more room as your little one goes from child to pre-teen. They’ll be protected thanks to a 
detachable Side Impact Protection pod that works with the integrated foam. A green belt path with belt positioner makes 
buckling in easy and secure. The recline adjusts smoothly for a custom fit to both your child and your vehicle. Keep them 
safer longer in this stylish i-Size booster built for security and comfort on every trip. 

Grow on in style
Grow up

3D growth system™

Grow out

Grow on



Car seats | AACE lx  8281  nunababy.com

modes

ISOFIX attachment easily secure car seat to vehicle 
seat during use or transport. Coloured belt path 
indicators help decrease risk of user error. Sold separately | Wheeled travel bag

Included in the box | ISOFIX latch guides, Cup holder, SIP pod

Features
• 3D growth system™

Grow up | one-hand, 17-position height-adjustable headrest
Grow out | shoulder system works simultaneously 
with the headrest, expanding out while growing up
Grow on | seat sports 3 depths giving growing 
legs plenty of support and space

• Sleek and timeless design that grows with your child, 
even as their style changes through the years

• Premium i-Size protection for your peace 
of mind from 100–150 cm

• Energy absorbing EPP foam and SIP pods take 
side impact security to the next level

• Attaching the Side Impact Protection pod creates an 
additional safety zone to protect your child. It works 
with the integrated foam to absorb energy earlier 
and significantly reduce the force of impact.

• Customizable recline creates the most 
comfortable position for your child.

• Belt positioner aids in correct shoulder 
belt routing that is safe and easy

• Coloured belt path indicators help decrease risk of user error

• ISOFIX attachment easily secure car seat to 
vehicle seat during use or transport

• Soft, snug, and cool, this natural, luxe fabric will keep 
your child comfortable throughout every journey

caviar
CS12301CVRGL

caviar
CS12301CVRGL

ocean
CS12303OCNGL

coral
CS12301CORGL

frost
CS12300FRTGL

walnut
CS12301WLTGL

walnut



Styled 
for living
Nuna’s chic baby gear keeps the aesthetic integrity of a modern family’s home with the freedom to travel light 
without compromise. Refined looks fashioned from luxe materials, Nuna’s hands-free baby carriers, simple-fold 
travel cribs, high chairs and rockers give parents peace-of-mind in everything baby needs with ease.



Travel and In-home gear | CUDL clik  8685  nunababy.com

All-over comfort from even distribution of baby’s weight thanks to padded shoulder straps and a 
wide secure waist belt.

Life as a parent can be overwhelming but keeping your baby close and going through it together makes the journey 
so much more special. The Nuna CUDL clik 4-in-1 ergonomic baby carrier provides the cuddly closeness you crave 
with the hands-free freedom you need to enjoy those small everyday moments that become the big ones.

The CUDL clik features breathable mesh fabric and padded shoulder and waist straps and is designed to make 
babywearing cool and comfy for both parent and baby. The buckled waistband clicks together in a snap and is 
adjustable for parents of all sizes. It’s accented with a removable wristlet pouch for on-the-go essentials, so just 
like that you are ready for the day’s adventures.

Say hello to self-guiding magnetic buckles that make securing baby in the carrier simple and safe. The attached 
hood shades baby, while the integrated breeze cover provides extra protection when out and about. The CUDL clik 
ergonomically adapts from the close to your heart newborn days to explore the world toddler stage, so you can go 
about the day-to-day together. Because together is always better.

Let's go together

Versatile buckled 
waistband, adjustable 
up to 145 cm

Zippered wristlet 
pouch on waist band 

is removable; fits 
iPhone 13 Pro Max

Adjustable padded 
shoulder straps

4 magnetic buckles

Breeze cover is 
self-storing and easily 
pulls up to protect baby 
from the elements
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Included in the box | Pair of harness covers, Pair of GOTS certified organic cotton bibs,  
  Removable pouch, Storage bag

Features
• Four ergonomic magnetic buckles ensure 

an easy and secure attachment

• Four carry positions provide optimal support as 
your child grows—for healthy body positioning 
necessary in spine and hip development

• Carry your child front facing parent or facing out (up 
to 18 months) or on the back (up to 36 months)

• Integrated infant booster for use with babies younger 
than 4 months mean no extra purchase needed

• Removable and washable infant head support

• Innovative leg opening button adjustment for smaller babies

• All-over comfort from even distribution of 
baby’s weight thanks to padded shoulder 
straps and a wide secure waist belt

• Adjustable yoke keeps shoulder straps 
connected and comfortable

• Versatile buckled waistband, adjustable up to 145 cm 

• Locking zippers are covered to add security as 
well as ensure no contact with baby’s skin

• Warm weather-ready, mesh fabrics allow air to flow 
and attached hood shades baby from the sun

• Made with better for baby certified OEKO-TEX® fabric

Warm weather-ready, mesh fabrics allow air to flow and attached hood shades baby from the sun.

modes

Facing in/Infant booster
3.5–7 kg (8–15 lbs)
Less than 4 months

Facing in
7–13.5 kg (15–30 lbs)

4+ months

Facing out
9–13.5 kg (20–30 lbs)

6+ months

Back carry
11–16 kg (25–35 lbs)

9+ months

The International Hip Dysplasia Institute 
acknowledges this baby carrier as a hip healthy product.

Proud supporter
We are proud to support the 
International Hip Dysplasia Institute 
(IHDI) a global leader in the fight against 
hip dysplasia as a member of their 
Research Partnership Program.

Usage Newborn to 3 years,
3.5–16 kg (8–36 lbs)

Weight 0.93 kg

Complies with
European standard EN 13209-2:2015

Factory certified ASTM F2236-16

caviar
BC17200CVR

denim
BC17200DNM

fog
BC17200FOG
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Adjustable padded 
shoulder straps

Adjustable hook 
and loop waistband

4 magnetic locking buckles

Roomy zippered waist pocket

Say hello to four magnetic buckles that make securing 
on-the-go quick and simple. And just like that you are 
ready in a snap.

CUDL makes it easy to keep baby close and secure, 
all while keeping your hands free. The integrated 
infant head support is removable and washable.

Parenting can be intimidating—wearing a carrier shouldn’t be. CUDL makes it easy to keep baby close and secure, all 
while keeping your hands free. 

It’s comfortable and customizable with breathable mesh fabric and padded shoulder and waist straps. Every position in 
CUDL offers your growing child ergonomic positioning to keep spine and hip development healthy. Keep baby facing in 
and snuggled up starting with an integrated infant booster for newborns, which then easily unzips as your child grows.

You’ve got this. CUDL is designed so you can adjust and put it on alone, no helpers needed. When baby wants to 
sightsee their world, have them face out or switch to back carry mode for growing toddlers.

Keep them close
GOTS certified 

organic cotton bib
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Included in the box | Pair of harness covers, Pair of GOTS certified organic cotton bibs, Storage bag

Features
• 4 ergonomic magnetic buckles ensure 

an easy and secure attachment

• 4 carry positions provide optimal support as 
your child grows—for healthy body positioning 
necessary in spine and hip development

• Carry your child front facing parent or facing out (up 
to 18 months) or on the back (up to 36 months)

• Integrated infant booster for use with babies younger 
than 4 months means no extra purchase needed

• Removable and washable infant head support

• All-over comfort from even distribution of 
baby’s weight thanks to padded shoulder 
straps and a wide secure waist belt

• Adjustable yoke keeps shoulder straps 
connected and comfortable

• Comfortable 145 cm adjustable hook and loop waistband

• Locking zippers are covered to add security as 
well as ensure no contact with baby’s skin

• Warm weather-ready, mesh fabrics allow air to flow 
and attached hood shades baby from the sun

• Made with better for baby certified OEKO-TEX® fabric

• Innovative leg opening button adjustment for smaller babies

• Zip open storage pocket on waist band fits iPhone 13 Pro Max

Four carry positions provide optimal support as your child grows—
for healthy body positioning necessary in spine and hip development.

modes

Facing in/Infant booster
3.5–7 kg (8–15 lbs)
Less than 4 months

Facing in
7–13.5 kg (15–30 lbs)

4+ months

Facing out
9–13.5 kg (20–30 lbs)

6+ months

Back carry
11–16 kg (25–35 lbs)

9+ months

The International Hip Dysplasia Institute 
acknowledges this baby carrier as a hip healthy product.

Proud supporter
We are proud to support the 
International Hip Dysplasia Institute 
(IHDI) a global leader in the fight against 
hip dysplasia as a member of their 
Research Partnership Program.

Usage Newborn to 3 years,
3.5–16 kg (8–36 lbs)

Weight 1.23 kg

Complies with
European standard EN 13209-2:2015

Factory certified ASTM F2236-16

rainbow
BC13903RNBGL

softened denim
BC13902SDN

softened sage
BC13902SSG

softened shadow
BC13902SSD

softened thunder
BC13902STH



caviar 
BC13905CVRGL
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Together is better

Included in the box | Pair of harness covers, Storage bag

modes

Facing in/Infant booster
3.5–7 kg (8–15 lbs)
Less than 4 months

Facing in
7–13.5 kg (15–30 lbs)

4+ months

Back carry
11–16 kg (25–35 lbs)

9+ months

Features
• 4 ergonomic magnetic buckles ensure 

an easy and secure attachment

• 3 carry positions provide optimal support as 
your child grows—for healthy body positioning 
necessary in spine and hip development

• Carry your child front facing parent (up to 18 
months) or on the back (up to 36 months)

• Integrated infant booster for use with babies younger 
than 4 months means no extra purchase needed

• Removable and washable infant head support

• All-over comfort from even distribution of 
baby’s weight thanks to padded shoulder 
straps and a wide secure waist belt

• Adjustable yoke keeps shoulder straps 
connected and comfortable

• Comfortable 145 cm adjustable hook and loop waistband

• Locking zippers are covered to add security as 
well as ensure no contact with baby’s skin

• Warm weather-ready, mesh fabrics allow air to flow 
and attached hood shades baby from the sun

Usage Newborn to 3 years,
3.5–16 kg (8–36 lbs)

Weight 1.23 kg

Complies with
European standard EN 13209-2:2015

Factory certified ASTM F2236-16

You can’t hold your baby all day, but the Nuna LUUN 3-in-1 ergonomic baby carrier makes it easy to carry them close while 
keeping your hands free to go about your day. The LUUN offers three carry positions that provide optimal support for your 
growing child and healthy body positioning necessary for spine and hip development.

The integrated infant booster allows you to keep your newborn facing in and close to your heart. Unzip it to accommodate 
your growing child, then switch to back carry mode for growing toddlers who are ready to watch the world.

The LUUN also features airy mesh fabric and padded shoulder and waist straps that are customizable to fit parents of all 
sizes. Say hello to self-guiding magnetic buckles that make securing baby in the carrier simple and safe. There’s a zippered 
pocket on the waistband for keeping the essentials close and an attached hood to shade baby from the elements—so you 
can go about the day together.

Because together is always better. 
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LEAF grow’s recline takes relaxation to a whole new 
level. Move up. Down. And sway everywhere in between.

Beautifully curved base. Looks right at home in 
the living room. Super soft and sleek seat cover. 
Machine washable seat cover. Toy bar stimulates, 
shimmers and shakes.

From newborn. To toddler. To big kid. They keep on growing. One thing that is constant? Their need for comfort 
and a space to call their own. A gentle nudge from you sways LEAF grow from side-to-side.

Down and up they go with an adjustable recline that grows with them. Your child will adore it. No matter how 
old they are.

Sit back & sway away
Toy bar 
included

Side-to-side 
motion

Motion lock

3 recline 
positions

Mesh 
backing
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modes

Sold separately | LEAF™ series canopy and insect net, Wheeled travel bag

Included in the box | Removable infant insert, Toy bar

Seat pad with 3-point harness is removable and transitions to a toddler seat. Mesh backing for 
a cool sway on a warm day.

Features
• Inspired by a carefree float of a leaf on a breeze

• Curv base provides a chic and contemporary 
design for baby use and adult décor

• Elegant, serene design feels right at home in the living room

• Ultra smooth and quiet side-to-side motion 

• Motion lasts unassisted with a gentle 
push for up to two minutes

• No batteries, no cords, no buzz, no noise

• Rock safe base

• Base has a motion lock for feeding or playtime

• Seat simply detaches from base for storage or quick trips

• Evolves with baby to big-kid size, Ideal 
angles for your growing child

• 3 recline positions, move up, down, 
and sway everywhere in between

• Cosy organic infant insert easily removes as baby grows 

• Seat pad with 3-point harness is removable 
and transitions to a toddler seat 

• Mesh backing for a cool sway on a warm day

• Certified OEKO-TEX® fabric and GOTS certified organic 
insert fabric assures only the best touches baby

• Machine washable fabrics

biscotti
SE10306BISGL

peach
SE10306PCHGL

driftwood
SE10306DWDGL

granite
SE10306GRNGL

quartz
SE10306QUAGL

thyme
SE10306TYMGL

Usage Stage one with harness 
Birth to 15 kg
Stage two without harness
Up to 60 kg

Dimensions 67-76 x 67-71 x 47-61 cm

Weight 6.9 kg

Complies with
European standard EN 12790:2009

Factory certified ISO 14001  
 ISO 9001  
 OH SAS 18001
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Advanced air design™ allows airflow from every 
angle with all mesh sides, floor and mattress. 

Open and fold. In seconds.

The upper cot folds with the frame. 
No need to remove before packing up.

A good night’s sleep is in the palm of your hands. The SENA aire opens with just that—in seconds. Its Advanced air 
design™ provides 360° of ventilation for ultimate airflow and super-fresh, deep sleeps. All so you can easily turn any 
room into your baby’s room.

Up for the perfect getaway?

Sleep tight day & night

Zip-off upper cot

Skid-proof feet

Mesh bottom 
board panel

Mesh sides

Mesh mattress

Aluminum frame
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modes

Features
• A chic look—perfect for home and away

• Advanced air design™ allows airflow from every 
angle with all mesh sides, floor and mattress

• Ventilated mesh mattress pulls away both heat and humidity

• Sets up and folds easily with one hand

• Unique zigzag legs pop cot open quickly and easily

• The upper cot folds with the frame—
no need to remove before packing up

• Triple layered mesh mattress, fresh thinking mattress design

• Ventilated mattress panels easily remove for deep cleaning

• Above-ground base keeps baby draft-proof

• Skid-proof feet keep sleep quiet and still

• Unique zip-off upper cot is easy to detach for playard use

• Sturdy, aluminum zigzag frame

• Padded edges prevent finger pinches

• Woven threads blend together to create an easy 
to clean fabric featuring a soft subtle texture

• Changer accessory creates a full functioning nursery 
no matter where you are—sold separately

• No extras needed—even the GOTS 
certified organic sheet is included

• Travel bag included—its easy carry handle 
makes toting it around a breeze

Simple to use at home and away. Unique zip-off upper cot is easy to detach for playard use.
Sold separately | SENA™ series changer, SENA™ series waterproof sheet, SENA™ series insect net,
  SENA™ series organic cotton sheet

Included in the box | Organic cotton sheet, Travel bag

charcoal
TC16500CHCGL

riveted
TC04525RVTGL

frost
TC16500FRTGL

hazelwood
TC16500HAZGL

thyme
TC16500TYMGL

Usage Birth to 15 kg

Dimensions 105 x 75 x 78 cm

Folded dimensions 32 x 31.5 x 86.5 cm

Weight 10.3 kg

Complies with
European standard EN 716

Factory certified ISO 14001  
 ISO 9001  
 OH SAS 18001
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Compact design allows you to seat baby right at 
the table rather than near it. Hidden lift mechanism 
adjusts height easily.

Dishwasher-safe elements are easy to remove. Load 
it up and wave goodbye to the mess. Wipes down 
easily. Perfect for quick and dirty clean ups.

Air foam cushion

3 or 5-point 
removable harness

Adjustable height

Large removable 
tray and armbar

Large footrest with 
lifting mechanism

Big eater. Messy eater. Playful eater. It’s all good with ZAAZ at the table.

The moment they’re ready, you can be ready for them. ZAAZ is more compact than most high chairs, so it’s easier to 
slide right up to the table. And since food is to kids what paint was to Picasso, we’ve made sure it’s super easy to clean. 
Wipe ZAAZ down or just remove the parts and pop them in the dishwasher.

Less cleanup time. More time to play. 

Join the table & enjoy
MagneTech secure 

snap™ buckle
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Sold separately | ZAAZ™ newborn seat

Features
• Hidden lift mechanism adjusts height 

easily and lets baby join in at the table

• No-crevice design outwits crumbs 
and cleans up like a dream

• Unique air foam cushion fits each chair and 
pads both small and bigger bottoms

• Removable plastic components are dishwasher safe 

• Easily removable tray, armbar, and footrest

• 3 or 5-point anti-loop harness

• Made of high-quality materials and 
is BPA, PVC, and DEHP free 

• Roomy tray and footrest provide 
more room for growing child

• Customize the ZAAZ to any size, 
height or amount of wiggles

modes

pewter
HC16100PEWGL

pine
HC16100PNEGL

safari
HC16100SFRGL

Usage When child can sit up unaided
to 100 kg

Dimensions 52 x 44 x 79-87 cm
65 x 45 x 79-87 with tray

Weight 10.9 kg

Complies with
European standard EN 14988: 2006+A1:2012

Factory certified ISO 14001  
 ISO 9001  
 OH SAS 18001

Convertible 3 to 5-point harness comes off completely 
when the time is right.

The MagneTech secure snap™, a self-guiding magnetic 
buckle that automatically locks into place.

Grows with child  |  Evolves with baby to big-kid size



Prepared 
for anything
Our high-quality baby accessories feature all the essential bells and whistles to support baby no matter the adventure. 
From diaper bags to travel bags, you’ll be equipped with stylish gear and handy extras for smooth sailing.

Modern, smart design makes Nuna’s accessories a must-have for practical parenthood. 



Our diaper bag's sleek and stately design is perfect for both 
moms, dads, and lovers of all things organized. Wear as you’d 
like. Over the shoulder, cross-bodied or as a backpack. The 
leatherette carry handle allows you to tote in luxury. Additional 
leatherette and gunmetal accents complete the polished look. 

Carry it all
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Included in the box | Changing pad clutch, Insulated bottle bag

Features
• Wear over the shoulder, 

cross-bodied or as a backpack

• Integrated luggage sleeve

• Fits tablets and laptops up to 13 in

• Leatherette and gunmetal accents

• Includes an insulated bottle bag and 
a fully-featured changing pad clutch

• Insulated bottle bag maintains 
bottle's temperature

• Changing pad clutch unfolds for a super 
large, wipeable space to lay baby

• 7 elastic mesh pockets

• 2 elastic bottle straps

• 1 zippered, wipeable pocket

• Magnetic front flap closure and zipper top

• Quilted mesh back provides airflow

What you need? A diaper bag. What you want? Something that 
won't cramp you and your partner's style. Something that can 
be styled any which way you need it in a moment's notice. And 
something to carry it all.

We get it. We've been there. That's why we designed our diaper 
bag to be discreet and sleek on the outside, and with every 
personal and parenting necessity on the inside.

We've included every little luxe detail to carry it all-so if you 
wanted to, you could.

Dimensions 38 x 34 x 16 cm

Weight 1.9 kg

Factory certified ISO 14001
 ISO 9001
 OHSAS 18001

frost
DP00000FRT

rainbow
DP00001RNBGL

caviar
DP00000CVR

Zipper closure

Insulated bottle bag

Adjustable straps

Changing pad clutch Magnetic closure

Organizational pockets



indigo
WB020000IDG

Get ready, jet set, go!
wheeled travel bag

Keep your Nuna gear protected on your next adventure with the 
essential wheeled travel bag. The bag’s lightweight design allows 
it to be carried using any of the three handles or pulled behind you 
like a rolling carry-on—so you are rolling smooth and in style. It 
even has a storage pocket on the outside for quick access to snacks 
and toys and an expanding zipper for that extra space needed when 
traveling with baby.   

Giving you peace of mind on every journey so you can worry less 
and enjoy more adventures. 

Consider yourself ready for rides on planes, trains, and automobiles. 

Recommended use All Nuna car seats 
 and pushchairs.
 Excludes in-home products

Fashion Indigo

Weight 6 kg

Expanding zipper adds extra space when needed.

Features
• Durable, upgraded rolling wheels 

makes toting a breeze

• Telescoping luggage handle provides easy trolly

• Expanding zipper adds extra space when needed

• Outer material is a durable woven fabric 
that is both protective and sleek

• Compatible to fit all Nuna pushchairs and car seats
Excludes in-home products

• Multiple carry handles

• Luggage tag window to call it your own

• Quilted liner inside bag protects your Nuna 
gear or anything else you pack along the way 
and doubles as an organizing divider

• Interior adjustable straps will keep all 
your gear in place while traveling

• Outside zippered pocket for toys, 
snacks, additional items

indigo

Luggage tag window

Durable, weatherproof material

Telescoping handle

Expandable zipper

Upgraded rolling wheels

Outside, zippered pocket

Accessories | Wheeled travel bag  112111  nunababy.com
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granite
FT00000GRNGL

We want to give baby 
the very best. The winter 
footmuff makes it easy to 
do just that naturally— 
with fine, warm yak wool 
that provides the ultimate 
in insulation and comfort. 
Our careful placement 
of this luxurious fabric 
optimizes its benefits so 
you can rest assured, while 
baby rests comfortably.

caviar
SB00000ACSGL

indigo
TB15700IDG

indigo
WC00000ACS IN00000ACSGL

Keep it in reach while on 
the go. Compatible with 
DEMI™ grow and MIXX™ next, 
it easily attaches to the 
pushbar while keeping it 
organized and in reach. A 
luxe leatherette carry strap 
quickly converts it to an over 
the shoulder tote bag. Just 
attach or remove and go!

Keep your Nuna TRVL 
pushchair protected on your 
next adventure with the TRVL 
transport bag. The bag's 
lightweight design allows it 
to be carried in multiple 
ways. It can be carried using 
the top or side handles 
or worn as an adjustable 
backpack—for hands-free 
travel. It even has a luggage 
tag window to call it your 
own. Consider yourself ready 
to discover the world in style.

The Stroller wind cover 
protects baby from the 
elements on all sides from 
head to toe. The clear, wrap-
around shield unzips for 
easy access and provides a 
cosy window to the world no 
matter the weather.

Designed to protect your 
little one from all those pesky 
things with wings. The Nuna 
stroller insect net is made of 
sheer mesh for snuggly air 
circulation and still provides 
your child a window to the 
world. Quick and easy to 
install, the elastic binding 
on the insect net simply 
fastens around the pushchair. 
Lightweight and compact 
for convenient transport 
and storage.

winter footmuff stroller wind cover stroller insect net

trvl™ transport bag

sling bagAccessories
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cari™ series 
rain cover
RC15900ACSGL

The CARI series rain cover 
ensures their snuggly 
sleep won't be interrupted 
by rain—taking you from 
home, to car, to pushchair 
no matter the weather. 
Compatible with the CARI 
series car seat carry cot.

trvl™ cup holder
HD15700ACS

Our TRVL cup holder fits 
right onto your pushchair 
so you can sip and stroll 
with ease. The cup holder is 
dishwasher safe on the top 
rack, or wash with luke 
warm water and mild dish 
soap. Rinse, then drip or 
towel dry. Perfect for your 
on-the-go beverage.

triv™ cup holder
HD16300ACS

Our TRIV series cup 
holder fits right onto your 
pushchair so you can sip 
and stroll with ease. The cup 
holder is dishwasher safe on 
the top rack, or wash with 
luke warm water and mild 
dish soap. Rinse, then drip 
or towel dry. Perfect for your 
on-the-go beverage

mixx™ next | 
demi™ grow 
cup holder
HD14700ACS

Our MIXX next and DEMI 
grow cup holder fits right 
onto your pushchair so you 
can sip and stroll with ease. 
The cup holder is dishwasher 
safe on the top rack, or wash 
with luke warm water and 
mild dish soap. Rinse, then 
drip or towel dry. Perfect for 
your on-the-go beverage.

mixx™ ring adaptor
AD12100ACSGL

We believe that nothing should 
slow you down when you’ve got 
a full schedule of fun activities 
planned. The MIXX ring adaptor 
allows you to move seamlessly 
from vehicle to pushchair and 
back again. With release buttons 
that make switching a snap, this 
ring adaptor creates a safe and 
sturdy connection for secure 
strolling with just a click. 

demi™ grow
ring adaptor
AD08100ACSGL

Easily and securely move 
baby from pushchair to 
vehicle and back again with 
the DEMI grow ring adaptor. 
This adaptor allows you to 
connect to the DEMI grow 
pushchair with just one click. 
The handy release buttons 
make switching between the 
DEMI grow and your vehicle 
swift and smooth.

leaf™ series 
canopy
cinder
CP-01-002GL

When you’re outside swaying 
in the breeze, keep baby 
covered with the LEAF 
canopy. This easy to install 
accessory includes an 
eyeshade for extra protection 
from the sun and a removable 
insect net. Designed to fit the 
LEAF or LEAF grow.

zaaz™ newborn seat
cloud
NB-01-001GL

Can be used on the ZAAZ or on 
its own for feeding, napping or 
resting. Connects facing left or right. 
Coloured connection indicators 
confirm a secure fit to the ZAAZ. 
Removable infant head support 
comforts newborns and provides a 
custom fit. 3-point, anti-loop, buckle 
system. Made with GOTS certified 
organic fabric and dye so only the 
best touches baby. Side ventilation 
provides for a comfortable climate. 
Soft goods are machine washable.

sena™

insect net
SN-01-001

Keeps baby bug bite free. 
Elastic band provides a 
perfect fit. Convenient zipper 
top allows quick access to 
baby. Machine washable.

sena™ series 
changer
caviar 
SC04501CVRGL

Changer accessory creates a 
fully functioning nursery—no 
matter where you are.

sena™

organic sheet
moonbeam 
SS05000MON

Elastic band provides a 
perfect fit. Made with GOTS 
certified organic cotton and 
dye. Machine washable.

sena™

waterproof 
cover
WS-01-001

Waterproof layer protects 
mattress. Elastic band 
provides a perfect fit. 
Made with GOTS certified 
organic fabric and dye so 
only the best touches baby. 
Machine washable.



Every moment  
of childhood  
is irreplaceable

We want you to be there for all of it—
cherishing each new joy, diving into 
each new adventure. To live fully in 
all the precious moments, we know 
you need baby gear that helps you 
parent with ease. We’re on a quest 
to bring you premium baby gear 
designed around your life.
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Italian fashion designer, Georgette Polizzi, credits the colours 
of the rainbow with giving her strength to cope with life’s 
difficulties. While waiting on the arrival of her daughter Sole, 
she developed the desire to create something unique that 
would introduce a creative element into her new baby’s world.

This positive energy ignited the inspiration behind the limited-
edition fashion collection designed by Georgette Polizzi, 
and luxuriously crafted by Nuna using a combination of both 
vibrant print and eclectically embroidered rainbow splashes. In 
this design-forward collaboration, Nuna and Georgette Polizzi 
are linked by a relationship of shared values for exquisite 
attention to detail, and a steadfast commitment to creating 
both safe and artfully stylish baby gear.

Georgette collection  120

+
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Tastefully eclectic
Tasteful details, like exposed zippers and 
luxe leather trim, were intentionally kept 
subtle to allow the colours of this design-
forward collection to shine through.

All in the details
Each product in the collection is 
stylishly detailed with an embroidered 
version of Georgette Polizzi’s exclusive 
handwritten signature.
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Artful expression
The woven fabric with luxe modern 
textures was hand-selected to best 
highlight Georgette Polizzi’s creatively 
modern and colourful design.

diaper bag

CUDL™

TRIV™ next

CARI™ next



Designed around your life

#mynuna

Find out more at nunababy.com



For adventures  
big and small

Whatever your parenting style— 
or sense of style—we’ll fit right in.

Nuna baby gear.

Find out more at nunababy.com

nunababy.com
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